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SYNTHESE :

Ce rapport présente un modèle 3D du réacteur 900 MW, dont le comportement
modal est étudié par une méthode de sous-structuration dynamique. Les différentes
sous structures considérées dans le modèle sont d'abord décrites :

- cuve, plaque support des tubes guides et manchons d'adaptateurs : 1ère sous
structure (SS1) ;

- enveloppe de cœur, cloisonnement, renforts, plaque de base, plaques
inférieure et supérieure de cœur : 2ème sous structure (SS2) ;

- bouclier thermique : 4ème sous structure (SS4) ;
- entretoises et tubes guides de grappe : 5ème sous structure (SS5) ;
- assemblages combustibles : 6ème sous structure (SS6) ;
- adaptateurs : 7ème sous structure (SS7) ;
- grappes de commande : 8ème sous structure (SS8) ;

Les quatre dernières sous structures sont en fait des poutres équivalentes à
l'ensemble des composants qu'elles représentent La 3ème "sous structure" est en fait
la représentation 3D du fluide primaire et n'intervient que dans le calcul des effets de
masse ajoutée sur les différents composants.

Un modèle filaire comportant l'ensemble des composants cités ci-dessus est
étudié : il comprend une modélisation en poutre des différents internes. On détaille
plus précisément la modélisation de l'assemblage combustible également utilisé dans
le modèle 3D.

Ensuite, on expose les différentes approches du couplage fluide/structure
respectivement prises dans les deux modèles : pour le 3D, le calcul de masse ajoutée
du fluide sur les internes s'effectue par un calcul éléments finis sur un maillage fluide
3D représentant l'espace annulaire cuve enveloppe de cœur et le fond de cuve. Deux
méthodes de calcul sont présentées : la première prend en compte les modes des sous
structures (contraints et normaux), la seconde se base sur la base modale de la structure
complète calculée par sous structuration dynamique. Pour le modèle filaire, le
couplage fluide/structure est pris en compte sous forme d'éléments discrets de masse
couplant les différents composants.

Enfin, on expose les résultats de l'analyse modale de chacun des deux modèles
qu'on compare entre elles et à des valeurs expérimentales du retour d'expérience. Ces
calculs de modes servent ensuite à réaliser un calcul de réponse transitoire linéaire et
non linéaire sur base modale. Les résultats des deux modèles sont présentés sous forme
de spectres d'oscillateurs aux plaques supérieure et inférieure de cœur, us montrent
une très bonne concordance entre les deux modèles pour la réponse en linéaire et des
niveaux de réponses plus importants pour le modèle 3D en non linéaire compte tenu de
la différence de modélisation du cœur.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

This report presents a three dimensional Finite Element Model (FEM) ojla
900 MW^Trejgjinzed^Watgr Reactor (FWK) which is d l l i ^
bh dnB~ b d ^
900 MW^Trejgjinzed^Watgr Reactor (FWK) which is descnpg<l^ai-liisll,its_jno^
behaviour is computednBy~a substructunng fflemod^a^^uBQn_a_Conipohent Mode
Synthesis"XCMS)~method. All the substructures takefTlnto account jn the model are
described^T ~ ~ "

- pressure vessel, support plate, adapterias the 1st substructure (SSI)
- core barrel, baffle assembly, uppe/and lower core plates, formers as the 2nd

substructure (SS2);
- thermal shield as the 4th subttpdcture (SS4);
- spacer and guide tubes as thpOih substructure (SS5);
- fuel assemblies as the 6m substructure (SS6);
- adapters as the 7th substructure (SS7);
- rod control clusters as^me 8th substructure (SS8);

The last four substructures are in fact beams equivalent to the mechanical
components that they represent. The 3rd "substructure" is in fact a three dimensional
mesh of the primary coolant and it is only used for the evaluation of the added mass
induced on the different parts. One model with equivalent beams is also described. We
particularly focuse our attention on the model oi the fuel assembly, also involved in the
3D FEM.

Then, different approaches tp tpVe*. into account the fluid/structure interaction in
the differenTmodels are investigated: for the 3D FEM, the estimation of the added
mass coefficients is obtained witE" a Finite Element method: two techniques are
chosen: the first one takes all the modes (normal & constrained modes) of each
substructure into account, the second one takes the modal basis of the complete
structure computed by the CMS method. For the beam model, fluid/structure
interaction is modelized by mass coupling elements between the structures.

of lie modal analysis of each model are compared toeachjjther
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j g J j i s modal analysis~is~ihen used to Compute tEe~non

linear and linearresponseof.the PWR duejto a seismic_excitation. The results are
represented by acceleration response spectra at the lower and upper core plates. They
show a very good agreement of the two models for the linear computation, and show a
higher response level in the 3D model for the non linear computation, due to a different
representation of the core with this model.
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DESCRIPTION of the MODELS

The 3D model

The Finite Element Model (FEM) consists of 8 substructures: each substructure corresponds
to a mechanical part of the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR): the following substructures
have been considered:
- the reactor vessel (called later SSI)
- the core barrel with its baffle assembly, and different plates (called later SS2)
- the thermal shield (called later SS4)
- the upper internals: spacer tubes (SS5), guide tubes (SS5P)
- the fuel assemblies (SS6)
- the adapters (SS7)
- the control rod clusters (SS8)
The first three substructures are really 3D FEM. For instance, the reactor vessel consists of
5876 nodes, essentially with thin shell elements: the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f) of
this substructure is close to 36 000. This substructure is bound to SS2 by a hold down spring,
which consists of 52 nodes (see Fig. 1).



Adapters

Pressure vessel

Upper Support Plate Mesh of the pressure vessel

Fig. 1: Description and mesh of SSI.

The second substructure SS2 is far more complicated: it consists of many differents
structures strongly connected. The main part is a cylindrical shell called core barrel, which is
fixed with the baffle assembly by a set of 8 formers. The mesh consists of 5543 nodes, which
represents around 33000 d.o.f. (see fig. 2).

Upper Core Plate

Core barrel

0 0

Baffle assembly

8 formers Mesh of the core barrel & the
baffle assembly

Lower core plate

Support plate

Fig. 2: Description and mesh of SS2.

The structure SS4, the thermal shield, is a simple cylindrical shell, consisting of 1379 nodes
and 8000 d.o.f. It is bound with SS2 with 12 beam elements, 6 at the top and 6 at the bottom
of the shield.



The other substructures (SS5 to SS8) are in fact modelized by equivalent beam models: the 36
spacer tubes are represented by a single beam, in which the stiffness and the mass of all these
beams have been lumped. The same process has been applied for the other internals, like the
157 fuel assemblies, the 53 guide tubes and control rod clusters, and the 65 adapters. The
mesh of all these beams represents 245 nodes and 1225 d.o.f. Some particularities of these
beams will be explained in the next part.

The beam model

The other way to represent the internals is to build a model based on equivalent beams and
lumped masses. Each substructure described in the first paragraph is represented by beam
elements. Only four beams modelize all the spacer tubes, guides tubes, rod control clusters
and the adapters. The geometric parameters which define these structures are gathered in
these equivalent beams.
The core is represented by three equivalent fuel assemblies located between the lower and
upper core plates. The mass and the stiffness of the 157 fuel assemblies are represented on
the 3 equivalent fuel assemblies. The model of one fuel assembly is described in details now.
It contains [1]:
- one beam for the fuel rods,
- one beam for the guide tubes and instrumentation tube,
- springs to link the two beams in order to represent the eight grids,
- springs in translation and rotation between grids.
Beams are connected together by springs or rigid elements. Stiffness values are estimated to
give an accurate representation of the vibration modes of each internal component. In order to
study the effect of fluid, water is also included in the beam model. The principle of this
modelization is explained later. Non linear elements are used to simulate shocks between
structures.
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Fig. 3: beam equivalent model of the reactor vessel
and internals.

Figure 4: fuel assembly model.



COMPUTATION METHODS

This part will describe briefly the different numerical methods used to investigate the
different models.

The component mode synthesis (CMS) method

The modal analysis of the 3D finite element model of the PWR has been made by using a
sub structuring method based on a CMS method. In a few words, this method consists of two
steps: at first, the complete structure is subdivided into more simple components called
substructures (denoted by SSk). The eigenmodes of these substructures are then numerically

determined, with given boundary conditions at the interfaces (clamped or free interfaces). In
our study, the clamped boundary conditions have been chosen to compute the so called
normal modes (denoted by (p^ ) of the substructures (Craig Bampton's approach) [2]. The

modal basis of the substructure is then completed by a set of constrained modes (denoted by
XJTJ. ), which allow a unitary displacement at the interface: these modes avoid the modal

truncature generated with the clamped boundary conditions and allow the displacement of the
structure at its border with another one.
Then, as the mode basis of each substructure is obtained, the finite element mass and stiffness
matrices of the substructure are projected on the mode basis. This process is repeated for
each substructure, and a final assembly of these projected matrices generates the generalized
mass and stiffness matrices of the complete structure:
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Finally, Lagrange multipliers are prescribed on the stiffness matrix, to take into account the
continuity of the displacement at the interface boundary of the substructures.
Thus, the modal analysis of the complete structure is made with this generalized system:

( K - M V ^ O ^ = 0 [2]

One obtains here the eigenfrequencies and the eigenmodes (denoted by Q^) of the complete

structure, but expressed with generalized coordinates related to the different modes of the

substructures (tPg&mxtiK )• To return to the "physical" d.o.f, we have to make the reverse

transformation:

air ~~ x substructure air L-'J

Fluid-structure interaction

For the 3D model, some fluid areas of the primary coolant have been taken into account, in
order to evaluate the inertial effects induced by the fluid on the immersed structures. The
mesh of the annulus between the core barrel, the thermal shield and the pressure vessel has



been performed, but also the fluid in the vessel bottom head and in the inlet pipes has been
taken into account.
The method to compute the added mass induced by this fluid area is based upon the potential
flow theory. The basic assumptions for the fluid are indeed that it is quiescent,
incompressible and inviscid. The interaction between the structure and the fluid is based on
the continuity of the displacement in the fluid and in the structure. All these assumptions
entail that the hydrodynamic pressure field induced by the vibration of the structure (denoted
by Pk) *s ruled by a Laplace's equation with Von Neuman's boundary conditions [3]:

As the structural displacement and the pressure force exerted by the fluid is expressed in
terms of a modal expansion, a modal matrix of added mass coefficients appears:

f f*P-
mk, = J p,(<p, o ry ,K '•n&fk, Vk,^ subscript_of_substructure [5]

where yk denotes the fluid-structure interface of SSk.

The computation of the added mass here has been performed by two different methods for
the 3D model:
The first way is based upon the calculation of the added mass coefficients for every mode
(normal or constrained modes) of each substructure, so that the following added mass matrix
is determined:

M A = J [6]
M

The terms of the matrix show that all the modes of the substructures are coupled by the effect
of the fluid. However, the choice of this method is limited by the number of d.o.f which are
considered at the interface, for one constrained mode is computed for each d.o.f at the
connecting nodes: if this number is too important, the computation time of the mass matrix
(conditioned by the solution of a Laplace equation for each mode) strongly increases.
The final eigenfrequencies of the complete immersed structure are given by:

The second methodology consists in the computation of the eigenmodes of the complete
structure in air by the CMS. Then, these modes are expressed in terms of physical
displacements:

Xar = ^Wucturc^air [83
Those last eigenmodes give the expression of the added mass matrix induced by the fluid on
the complete structure:

MA =[mi;] with m i j = Jp^X*. JX*. • n dr [9]

where T denotes the fluid-structure interface of the complete investigated structure.
Summed with the generalized mass matrix, projected on the modes in air, the final
eigenfrequencies of the complete immersed structure are given by:



= 0 with K = O^irK'Oair & M = ^airMO^,. [10]

This last method allows to save far more computation time.

Fluid structure interaction in the beam model H

In the beam model, the primary coolant is also H
taken into account. Several fluid areas are
modelized: fluid between adapters and rod
control clusters, between spacer tubes and
guide tubes, between the reactor vessel and
the core barrel, fluid in the core between the
fuel assemblies and fluid between the reactor
vessel and the thermal shield. The used ^
method allows to evaluate the added mass of < ~ J ;H?
the fluid and the inertial effect induced by the | |_ ^ • I tit
fluid on the structures. For the beam model, : I j i \ 'N
the method introduces coupling elements I >—i *-*-*-
between the beams considered and assigns a • •
mass matrix to these elements. The expression

fmA mA )
of the mass matrix is MA = i ^ ^ j . Fig- 5 : flu'd 'm t n e i>eam equivalent model of the

i mA A V reactor vessel and internals.
\m12 m22)

A A A
mir m2? a n mV r e P r e s e n t respectively
the added mass of the fluid on the structure 1,
on the structure 2, and the inertia! fluid
coupling between the two structures.

Linear and non linear transient response of the internals

The transient linear and non linear response of the nuclear reactor due to a seismic excitation
has been also simulated. The considered non linearities are impacts which can occur between
the core barrel and the pressure vessel, the fuel assemblies and the baffle assembly and the rod
control clusters with the guide tubes.

The computation method is based on a modal superposition. At each time step, the following
equation has to be solved in terms of generalized acceleration, velocity and displacement:

^ ' M ^ f j - i - ^ C ^ - f 4>:K<I>TI =<£"FCX.+<J>T^(<£ri, <f>i% 4>f|) [11]

where F^L represent non linear forces, and F ^ the external efforts (ie seismic excitation).
For the 3D model, the particularity consists in the projection of the generalized matrices on
the generalized modes in air (see equation [10] for notations):



RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Modal analysis

The table below gives the computed eigenfrequencies of the whole structure with the two
models. Some values are compared to experimental measures [4]:

Mode Type

first flexural mode of the fuel
assembly

second flexural mode of the fuel
assembly

oscillation of the core barrel

third flesural mode of thefuel
assembly

thermal shield n=2

fourth flexural mode of the fuel
assembly

thermal shield n=3

oscillation of the pressure vessel

differences 3D model
-beam model (%)

-6.0

-2.0

-7.6
-1.8

-

2.5

-

0.4

differences 3D model
- experimental values

(%)
-

-

-6.7
-

0.7
-

-0.7
1.5

differences beam
model - experimental

values (%)
-

-

0.7
-

-

-

-

1.0
Table 1: comparison of the modal analysis between the two models and the measured eigenfrequencies.

The numerical results show a good agreement with the experimental data. For the oscillation
of the core barrel, the 3D model shows a larger difference with the measure than the beam
model, because no updating has been made at the hold down spring, which links SS 1 and SS2.
On the contrary, updating has been performed for the oscillation of the pressure vessel, with
spring elements located on the inlet pipes.

Transient linear and non linear analysis

The following figures below show different acceleration response spectra for 5% damping.
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Fig. 6: acceleration response spectra for 5% damping taken for the seismic excitation, for the internal
structures of the reactor building (elevation + 12 m) - maximum ground acceleration 0,2 g.
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Fig. 7: acceleration response spectra (5% damping) at the upper & lower core plates compared with the
excitation spectrum - linear transient response of the 3D model and beam model.
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Fig. 8: acceleration response spectra (5% damping) at the upper & lower core plates compared with the
excitation spectrum - non linear transient response of the 3D model and beam model

The comparison between the two models shows that for the linear analysis, the 3D and beam
models are equivalent. In comparison with the excitation, the filter effect of the internals is
rather negligible.
For the non linear response, the 3D model shows an upper level of acceleration due to the
representation of the core by one single beam, heavier in terms of modal mass than the three
equivalent beams taken in the beam model. However, the comparison of the acceleration
spectra at the lower core plate between the two models shows a better agreement.

CONCLUSION

The investigation of the seismic response of a PWR by a 3D model and a simplified beam
model has pointed out that a simplified approach was perfectly validated in terms of modal
analysis and transient linear response. The non linear computations made with the different
models show that differences arise from the choice of single equivalent beams as substructures
to represent some internals like the fuel assemblies. Some models with more substructures in
the core are currently investigated.
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